A calculation is made of the cumulative effect of numerous small orbital perturbations caused by gravitational and collisional deflections of meteorites by other bodies in the asteroid belt. It is found that in a time equal to the age of the solar system the mean change in perihelion distance caused by gravitational perturbation is of the order of 10~4 A. U.
A serious difficulty in the asteroidal theory of the origin of meteorites is that of removing the asteroidal fragments from the asteroid belt and placing them into earth-crossing orbits. This has been discussed by a number of authors, e. g. ARNOLD 1 , ANDERS 2 , ÖPIK 3 , and WETHERILL and WILLIAMS 4 .
One conceivable mechanism whereby this might be accomplished is by multiple scattering: either by repeated gravitational perturbations by the numerous small asteroids passing in its vicinity, or by repeated "jostling" by mechanical collisions with even smaller bodies. It has been reported 5 that the first of these mechanism suffices to remove meteoritesized bodies from the asteroid belt on a time scale of 10 5 years. In the present paper it will be shown that the first of these mechanism is ineffective in placing meteorites into earth-crossing orbits. The second is probably also unimportant, but may be significant for very strong objects in highly inclined or eccentric orbits.
In order for a body to be placed into an earthcrossing orbit it is necessary that its perihelion distance q be changed from a typical asteroidal value of 1.8-3.0 A.U. to less than 1.0 A.U. The relationship between this necessary change in perihelion (dq) and the changes in the velocity components of the body will first be found.
Since q = a( 1-e), (a = semi-major axis, e = eccentricity) the change in q associated with small changes da and de will be The heliocentric components of velocity of the body will be given by
and the total velocity will be given by
where the coordinate system is chosen so that the x direction is radial, the y direction is perpendicular to the x direction in the plane of the solar system (positive in the direction of direct planetary motion) and the z direction is perpendicular to the plane of the solar system. A = a/g, where Q is the distance from the sun; y = ]/G M/q where G is the gravitational constant and M the mass of the sun; and i is the inclination relative to the plane of the solar system.
By differentiation of (2) and (5) 
dUg'^ip yUj^+lTy 2 sin rj.
The deflection angle ip will be given by sin(V/2) = 1+bu,2/Gm (16) where G is the gravitational constant, m is the mass of the perturbing body, and b is the distance of closest approach of the two bodies. For small deflections, (16) is equivalent to
If the perturbing body is significantly larger than the perturbed body, the velocity of the larger body will not change very much. In this case (18) (19) (20) For smaller perturbing bodies the changes in the heliocentric velocities will be smaller than the primed quantities.
The change in the total velocity can be found by differentiating U 2 and substitution of (18), (19), and (20):
which can be introduced into (9) to obtain
(22)
Because the azimuth rj, appearing in (13), (14), and (15), can range from 0 to In, negative values of dUx, dUy, and bU z are just as probable as positive values, and on the average dq will be zero. However, the mean squared change, dq 2 , will not average to zero, and it is thereby possible for meteorites to "diffuse" out of the asteroid belt by random walk.
Averaging over al values of the azimuth, the mean square change in perihelion distance will be j-5 0Ux'HCi-t2) 2 
where the terms proportional to the cross products such as dUx bU y average to zero when averaged over all values of the azimuth rj.
By use of expressions (13), (14), (15) 
for a perturbing body of mass m at a distance b. The total squared changed in perihelion will be given by multiplying (24) by the number of bodies of mass m at distance b with given orbital elements and summing over the complete range of masses, impact parameters, and orbital elements.
It will be assumed that the asteroidal masses are distributed in accordance with a power law, which, when expressed in terms of their radii gives
for the number of perturbing bodies per unit volume with radii between r and r + dr. In an earlier study 6 an expression was obtained for the probability per year (Pp) of a body with orbital elements (a, e, i) passing within a distance b of another body with orbital elements (a0, e0, i0). It was found that this probability was proportional to b 2 and thus can be written in the form Pp = Pio b 2 . The probability per year of it passing at a distance between b and b + d& will be 2 6 Pt-o db. The squared change in perihelion, per year due to all bodies between mass m and mass m + dm passing at distances between b and b + db and having the same orbital elements will be
where o is the average density of the perturbing bodies, and <P is the expresion in braces in (24).
The averaging of the product P® over all values of the orbital elements of the perturbing bodies for a given set of elements of the perturbed body could be performed numerically if desired. However in this paper we are concerned only with evaluating the importance of this scattering mechanism. For this purpose we will replace P;o with the average quantity P,, obtained by averaging numerically P$ over a field of asteroids having the orbital elements of the 127 numbered of absolute magnitude 9.0 or brighter, assuming the orbital elements of the perturbed body are those of "Astrid", a hypothetical average asteroid with a = 2.75 A.U., e = 0.2727, and i = 0.2760 radians. Fig. 1 is a histogram showing the distribution of relative velocities between an object having the orbital elements of Astrid and a field of asteroids with the orbital elements of the 327 numbered asteroids brighter than absolute magnitude 10.0. In obtaining a numerical value for the average value of the orbital elements of Astrid are again used for the perturbed body, and the average values U = 3.5 km/sec consisting of components Ux=Uy=Uz = 2.02 km/sec are used for the relative velocities. The final conclusion does not depend upon this assumption, and even unreasonable choices of these velocities will not significantly alter the conclusion. Expression (26) may then be summed over the entire range of radii and impact parameters with the result: 
Since r± will be of the order of the meteorite radius and r2, the largest perturbing body will be ~ 100 km in radius, r2 rt and the contribution of in (27) Because of their occurrence in the logarithm, this expression will be insensitive to the choice of 6max and 6min . It is necessary to keep units consistent in evaluating (28). This may be done conveniently by writing = /£/' 4 where now consists of dimensionless quantities multiplied by function of Ci and t2 ? which, as previously noted, will give q in A.U. if a and o are expressed in A.U. The remaining factor in (28) will then have the dimensions of yr _1 , essentially consisting of an average squared deflection angle per perturbing body per year multiplied by the number of perturbing bodies. If the quantities entering into this factor are expressed in any consistent set of units, q 2 will be given in A.U. 2 yr _1 .
The value of C appropriate to the index p = 3 will be taken to be 2.81 X 10 15 cm 2 , 6=ji/2, = 2.5
x jq-28 cm-2 yf-i (as discussed previously 6 ), ö = 3.5 g/cm 3 , r2 = 10 7 cm, 6max = lO 10 cm, bm-m = 10 2 cm. The calculated value of is 0.322. Substitution of these numerical quantities into (28) gives the result: = Öq{ 2 m 2.6 x 10 -18 A.U. 2 yr _1 .
In the age of the solar system, i. e. 4.5 x 10 9 years, the total accumulated mean square change in perihelion will be dqT? as 1.2 x 10~8 A.U. 2 (30) and the root mean square change in perihelion will be:
It may thus be seen that this mechanism will be ineffectual in removing meteorites from the asteroid belt even given times as long as the age of solar system. A corollary of this conclusion is that the approximation made by SITTE 5 (ignoring the fact that the meteorite is constrained by the gravitational attraction of the sun to move in a Keplerian orbit), is invalid.
The importance of the contribution of mutual mechanical collisions between asteroids can be evaluated more simply. The collisions which need to be considered are those between a meteorite sized body and smaller colliding bodies, which upon collision change the velocity of the meteorite. The largest colliding bdies which need be considered are those of radius r^0.5 R, where R is the radius of the meteorite, since larger colliding bodies may be expected to destroy the meteorite by extensive fragmentation. For an order of magnitude calculation it may be assumed that the momentum change of the meteorite is equal to the momentum of the colliding body. Therefore the change in velocity dU of the meteorite will be
where U' is the relative velocity of the two bodies. The components of ÖU can be written in the form per year due to collisions with smaller bodies of radius between r and r -f dr will be dUy! 2 = C r-P U' 2 ^s 2 Ty,
which when integrated over all permissible values of the radius of the colliding body gives
Again taking p = 3, and noting that rmin~10 -4 cm <R,
The contribution of the second term to bq 2 in (33) will be ^ = Pi C cos2^ U " 2 -Since JJy 2 > U 2 ^ U 2 , this term will predominate. By substitution of the numbers used for the case of gravitational scattering it is found that the root mean square change in perihelion distance in 4.5 X 10 9 years is 1/8 = 2 x 10 -3 A.U.
Therefore, for collisions between objects in typical meteorite orbits, the effect of this second mechanism is also seen to be small. For stone meteorites, it is probably smaller still, because they are unlikely to survive collision with projectiles as large as half their radius, as was assumed in these calculations. However by assuming higher values of the index p in the power law for the size distribution as well as highly inclined and eccentric orbits, which lead to higher relative velocities U' it may be possible to raise (dq*) 11 * by one or two orders of magnitude. Even stronger bodies would be required to survive this increased number of these higher velocity impacts, but it may be that meteoritic iron possesses this necessary strength. In this case multiple collisional scattering could provide a small supply of iron meteorites in Mars-crossing orbits in addition to those present at the time of origin of the solar system.
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